PASSAGE    TO    INDIA
home visited by bereavement ? Another European War ?
All sorts of things might happen. I confess to no anxiety
at that time. One thing I knew: for the first time in
my life, perhaps, I was conscious of doing the right and
utterly inevitable thing.
" God's in His Heaven; all's right with the world " is
a dangerous slogan if it leads one to a reactionary content
with things as they are, but it can be the heartening expres-
sion of great inward joy, and it sums up my feelings as I
left all that I had hitherto held worth living for, to ex-
change them for something unknown, but obviously better.
There were still unspoken questions, of course. Was I
kidding myself ? Was I treating this India trip as a mere
adventure ? Was I pretending it to be all God's will,
whilst actually starting on an enterprise of selfishness ?
These things are always difficult to resolve entirely. I
have always maintained that most actions can be traced
to selfish motives, and perhaps, after all, it is but " hot
air " to speak of following the will of God on such occasions.
So the question is best left open, lest a charge of hypocrisy
be preferred against me.
My fellow-passengers to India consisted of the usual
mixed bag. I cannot help recording that the missionaries
among them were not the most pleasant people on board.
I was reprimanded by them for dancing and playing
bridge, and whilst they were no doubt earnest and devoted
souls, yet they seemed incapable of absorbing the
elementary fact that my conscience was my own. One
day the most delightful old lady drew me to one side and
intimated that she had noticed me drinking a whisky and
soda. I had the pleasure of informing her that there were
other occasions on which people had objected to " a wine-
bibber, a friend of publicans and sinners." " But," I sug-
gested, " perhaps that is not in your edition of the Bible."
After this, I was very little molested, though I received
a good many sidelong glances and much unexpressed cen-
sure. On arrival at Colombo, these good people were met
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